Discourse particles specify how interlocutors' understandings converge and differ, and appropriate use requires ability to represent propositions from two perspectives simultaneously. This makes discourse particles a highly useful case for investigating developments in children's ability to monitor and compare mental states, a controversial issue in child language research. Being neither salient, nor obligatory, the particles further allow us to assess children's motivation to look for interpersonal meanings without strong linguistic incentives. By means of a corpus analysis of peer group conversations (123 hours, 19 children: 1;9-6;3 years), the present study examines at which ages Danish kindergarteners demonstrate stable mastery of the interpersonal contextual demands of five particles marking shared knowledge, disagreement and differential access to knowledge. As background for evaluating children's particle use as well as order of occurrence, adult consensus on particle meanings was substantiated with a gap-filling test and relative input frequency estimated in caregiver speech. Children were significantly above chance in producing intersubjective particles in felicitous contexts and differentiated clearly between the particles. While there was a strong increase in token frequency over the kindergarten years, children evidenced sensitivity to context from their first productions, and particle felicity did not improve significantly with higher age or production experience. The results suggest that 3-to-6-year-olds routinely monitor and compare representational states, and that they are highly motivated to coordinate conversations as joint actions by pointing to interlocutor perspectives.
Introduction
Human children are born into social niches abundant in perspectives of fellow humans (Tomasello et al. 2005; Harder 2010 ). During early childhood, typically developing children come to grasp these visual, attentional and mental perspectives in ever more sophisticated ways, eventually coming to understand other people as mental beings whose representation of reality may differ both from the child's own and from reality (Wellman et al. 2001; Tomasello & Rakoczy 2003) . With a wide variety of specialized viewpoint constructions the languages of the world provide speakers with linguistic tools for putting these invisible human perspectives on stage, and in their input children will typically encounter many different linguistic strategies for explicating their own and others' perspectives in order to coordinate and manage differences between them (Verhagen 2005; Evans 2010; San Roque et al. 2012) .
The ability to take another's perspective is involved in many different types of human engagement, including orienting to others' different visual fields, to their emotional evaluation of situations and to their intentions (Hobson 1991; Tomasello et al. 2005 ). The present paper focuses on just one aspect of perspective taking, human beings' metarepresentational understanding of their own and others' representations of states of affairs, i.e. their keeping track of what people know and (truly or falsely) believe (Perner 1991) . This is the type of understanding typically measured with false-belief tasks and often described as an aspect of Theory of Mind (Wellman et al. 2001) , and in this paper the term "perspective" will refer to representational state, a specific propositional attitude.
Many languages have repertoires of discourse particles such as German ja and doch that are fine-tuned to exactly this kind of perspective taking -as they allow interlocutors to specify how their understandings converge and differ (Zimmermann 2011) . Thus, a speaker can present a proposition such as 'that is a desert island' in (1) as e.g. shared knowledge (ja), shared knowledge that the addressee may have forgotten (doch) or uncertain knowledge (wohl):
(1) German Das ist ja/doch/wohl eine unbewohnte Insel. that is dp a desert island 'That is a desert island (as we both know/as we both know, but which you might have forgotten/I think).'
With such perspective-explicating functions, discourse particles help interlocutors monitor each other's attention to coordinate conversations as joint actions (in the sense of Croft 2009), and a growing amount of evidence from different languages points to their great utility for marking propositions as e.g. shared, new, uncertain, surprising or desirable information to speaker, hearer or somebody else (Zimmermann 2011; San Roque et al. 2012) . Many of the particles are intersubjective in the sense that they point not only to single perspectives, but to constellations of attitudes, typically between the interlocutors, as in the German examples above, and to acquire them, children must be able to represent propositions from two perspectives simultaneously. Further, languages differ crosslinguistically in the perspective bundles they categorize. For instance, it is not unusual for languages with discourse particles to mark speaker uncertainty (see Zimmermann 2011) , but in Danish, three different particles mark speaker uncertainty, combining it with three different privileged sources of knowledge (Hansen & Heltoft 2011) . Such combinations have not been reported for other languages, and similarly, the meanings covered together by two particles, ja and doch, in German appear to be covered by just one particle in Finnish, but by three in Czech (Zimmermann 2011 (Zimmermann : 2032 .
Therefore, children can only figure out the specific particle functions in their target language by recognizing balances in knowledge and attitude between themselves and their interlocutors and by generalizing over situations where configuration of perspectives is the critical recurring trait. This means that children's acquisition of intersubjective discourse particles can provide us with a window on their developing perspective-taking skills.
There is a rich body of literature on children's acquisition of viewpoint constructions, focusing especially on complement-clause constructions and evidential morphology, but the findings from these studies are mixed, and discourse particles have formal characteristics that make them especially useful for examining children's spontaneous attention to others' perspectives. Complement-clause constructions such as the sailor thought it was a desert island are typologically widespread highly explicit viewpoint constructions allowing speakers to anchor a proposition (it was a desert island) in a conceptualizer (the sailor) and specifying this conceptualizer's perspective on the proposition (thought: past belief).
Children begin to use complement clauses during their third year, e.g. in English (Diessel & Tomasello 2001) , German (Brandt et al. 2010) and Danish (Boeg Thomsen 2015a) , and there is some evidence that children's experience with this kind of explicit verbal viewpoint marking supports their developing mental-state reasoning skills (de Villiers & de Villiers 2003; Hale & Tager-Flusberg 2003; Lohmann & Tomasello 2003; Schick et al. 2007) . However, it is controversial how sophisticated perspective-taking skills children's early use of complement clauses can be taken to imply. Diessel & Tomasello (2001) interpret the early matrix clauses with mental verbs they find in parent-child interactions as chunks without mental reference, and Moore et al. (1989) report inaccurate comprehension of mental verbs in complement-clause constructions below age 4.
Another type of viewpoint marking examined in different languages is evidential morphology indicating the knowledge source and status for propositions. For Korean children, Choi (1991) has found productive and appropriate use of epistemic-evidential suffixes during the third year, and she suggests that the obligatory presence as well as perceptually salient clause-final position of the suffixes invite children to search for associated functions. Similar ages have been reported for child speakers of Turkish, another language with obligatory evidentiality coding (Aksu-Koç et al. 2009 ). In both languages, comprehension experiments have indicated much later mastery of evidential morphology, at about age 4 (Aksu- Koç et al. 2009: Turkish) or even later (Papafragou et al. 2007: Korean) , but this delay may depend on difficulties in designing natural and pragmatically felicitous comprehension experiments (cf. Aksu-Koç et al. 2009 ).
Studies presenting children's acquisition of viewpoint constructions as a slow and challenging process support their findings with reference to results from developmental psychology where children only begin to pass false-belief tests consistently at age 4-5 (Wellman et al. 2001) . Such false-belief tests require children to assign mental states to self and others and either remember their own previous false belief or predict another's false belief when these beliefs clash with what the child knows about reality, i.e. to hold two perspectives on the same situation in mind simultaneously. If young children's viewpointmarking language is found to be immature below age 4-5, it is interpreted as a reflection of the children's immature Theory of Mind (Moore et al. 1990; Diessel & Tomasello 2001; Schmerse et al. 2014) . However, many factors beside false-belief understanding go into passing false-belief tests, and studies enhancing pragmatic felicity of the test questions (Hansen 2010) or using indirectly elicited measures such as gaze (Onishi & Baillargeon 2005; Kovács et al. 2010; Southgate et al. 2010 ) report sensitivity to others' belief states at much lower ages. It is therefore highly plausible that children should demonstrate some sensitivity to others' perspectives also before age 4 and be able to use their nascent understanding of others' mental states for acquiring linguistic viewpoint constructions.
Here, discourse particles provide us with a particularly illuminating opportunity to examine children's attention to linguistic viewpoint marking. Not only do their intersubjective meanings (constellations of interlocutor attitudes) demand sensitivity to double perspectives on the same propositions, but their formal properties also differ from more well-examined viewpoint constructions in interesting ways. In contrast to the perceptually salient matrix clauses in complement-clause constructions, discourse particles are models of non-saliency: monosyllabic, stressless and (in Germanic languages) sentence-medial. On the other hand, they also lack the obligatoriness of evidential suffixes (as the ones in Korean and Turkish) whose constant recurrence may stimulate children to compare utterances and discover their perspectival differences. Being both optional and inconspicuous, discourse particles thus allow us to assess whether young children are motivated to look for interpersonal meanings in the absence of salient linguistic incentives to look for similarities. Acquisition of these subtle double-perspective markers has not attracted much attention in child language research, but an experiment by Schmerse et al. (2014) tested German 5-year-olds' comprehension of one particle, doch, which in its stressed version indicates belief revision. Children's sensitivity to this belief-revision function was measured by means of a forced-choice task where children watched a puppet search for a toy that could be hidden in either of two boxes. Before looking into a box, the puppet would utter a positive or a negative statement about the possible location of the toy in the chosen box, then look into the box and upon discovering the contents of the box state: "It is DOCH in [NAME OF FRIEND]'s box". If children were sensitive to doch's beliefrevision function, they would expect the toy to be hidden in the same box if the puppet had uttered a negative statement before looking, and in the other box if the puppet had uttered a positive statement first. In this condition where original belief was explicitly stated, German 5-year-olds evidenced a sophisticated understanding of doch, performing at the same level as adults, but in an implicit condition with increased inferential load, Schmerse et al. (2014) found poorer performance in children than in adults. Apart from this single-particle study, little is known about how and when children acquire discourse particles.
If children are highly interested in fellow humans' perspectives (Tomasello et al. 2005) , and if they are further able to represent diverging mental states much earlier than age 4-5 as suggested by newer studies in developmental psychology, then they could be expected to be highly sensitive to markers in their verbal input categorizing these perspectives. That is, keeping track of convergence and divergence between their own and others' mental states, which is a necessary precondition for acquisition of inconspicuous discourse particles, may not be as tough a challenge for children as previously thought, but something children spontaneously do, even below age four.
By means of a longitudinal spontaneous-speech analysis, the present study examines the hypothesis that children's sensitivity to and interest in others' mental states as well as their motivation to monitor conversations as joint actions spur them to acquire discourse particles before age 4-5 where traditional theory of mind tests are passed. Contrary to earlier investigations, this study uses a kindergarten corpus of group conversations between peers (123 hours, 19 children: 1;9-3;8 to 5;0-6;3 years), i.e. interactional contexts with many perspectives available and relevant to the speakers and thus especially suited for investigations of child mastery of perspective-marking language. The spontaneous-speech analysis investigates the following questions: -How young are children when they begin to mark perspectives on their propositions with discourse particles? -Do children use the particles in felicitous contexts from the beginning, i.e.
evidencing awareness of their perspectival functions?
As a background for evaluating children's use, Section 2-4 corroborate the perspectivemarking functions of the particles in the target language as well as their availability to children. Section 2 presents the formal and functional characteristics of Danish discourse particles, comparing them to discourse particles in other languages. To validate the theoretical descriptions of intersubjective particle functions empirically, Section 3 then demonstrates adult consensus on the elusive meanings of a subset of the particles by means of a gap-filling test, whereafter Section 4 specifies the relative frequency of the five discourse particles in caregiver speech. Section 5 presents the spontaneous-speech analysis examining Danish preschoolers' own use of intersubjective particles and their sensitivity to their perspective-marking functions while Section 6 compares the results Boeg Thomsen: Children's felicitous use of intersubjective particles evidences sensitivity to constellations of perspectives Art. 19, page 5 of 30 to other studies in the ontogeny of linguistic viewpoint constructions and places them with respect to controversies within psychology as to the timing of children's developing mental-state understanding.
Danish discourse particles
Like many other Germanic languages, Danish has a series of grammatical particles marking interlocutors' perspectives on the propositions they scope over, many of them with cognate particles in the language family. This paper follows Davidsen-Nielsen (1996) , Zimmermann (2011) and Schmerse et al. (2014) in characterizing the particles as discourse particles, but unfortunately there is no terminological consensus in the particle literature, and the same particles have also been termed dialogic particles (Hansen & Heltoft 2011) , dialogue particles (Engberg-Pedersen & Boeg Thomsen 2016) and modal particles (Christensen 2007 -monomorphemicity, -monosyllabicity, -stresslessness, -medial (or final) clause position, -dependence on a finite verb, -inability to occur as independent answers, -inability to be modified by other constituents as heads, -inability to be focused in cleft constructions, -inability to participate in word formation processes.
Together, these characteristics mark the five discourse particles as standard background markers, and their inability to be focused (no stress, no cleft constructions) points to their status as grammatical, not lexical items in Danish (cf. Boye & Harder 2012) . What the Danish particles share functionally is the core function of discourse particles crosslinguistically as defined by Zimmermann (2011 Zimmermann ( : 2013 : "Discourse particles provide the discourse participants not with descriptions of particular states of affairs, but rather with clues as to which propositions count as mutually accepted, as controversial, or as uncertain. That is, they establish a link between the proposition expressed by an utterance and the knowledge and belief systems of the discourse participants". For the five particles under investigation, the list of core meanings below sums up the semantic descriptions in DavidsenNielsen (1996) This is just a subset of the perspective constellations Danish discourse particles provide speakers with. If a speaker wants to point out the existence of an opposing viewpoint without presupposing shared knowledge (da), she can choose between three other particles: nu (opposing viewpoint, correction), skam (opposing viewpoint, reassurance) and dog (opposing viewpoint). These three particles are not included in the study as they turned out to be so rare in both caregiver speech and child speech that there were not enough data to quantify the results. For the same reason, the study only focuses on particle use in declarative sentences: among the five particles investigated, only da can occur in interrogative and imperative sentences, and the data set only contained three occurrences of each.
The sections below give details on the meanings and thus felicity conditions of the two markers of shared knowledge with or without opposing viewpoint, jo and da, and the three markers of uncertainty with distinct source assignment, nok, vel and vist. It should be noted that all of the particles also have (near-)homophones, other functions and derived uses, and that debates about polysemy vs. homophony are not all settled (cf. Therkelsen 2001; Hansen & Heltoft 2011; Engberg-Pedersen & Boeg Thomsen 2016) . However, this study focuses solely on jo, da, nok, vel and vist in their discourse particle versions, where the formal traits listed above (most importantly stresslessness and positional restrictedness) single them out as special class, and where none of the particles are polysemous.
Shared knowledge with or without contrast: Jo and da
Two of the particles, jo and da, both mark the propositions they scope over as shared knowledge, i.e. as already part of the common ground, but da simultaneously indicates the existence of an opposing viewpoint contrasting with the knowledge expected to be shared. Jo thus parallels its German cognate ja in signalling that the speaker expects the addressee to recognize the propositional content as an uncontroversial already established fact (cf. Karagjosova 2003 and Zimmermann 2011 on ja) , and crosslinguistically, this appears to be a highly useful function that many languages categorize (cf. Zimmerman 2011 on Greek, Czech and Hungarian). It is worth stressing that the speaker's sources for expecting something to be uncontroversial shared knowledge do not have to be present in the previous discourse or the perceptual context, but can also derive from shared cultural models licensing default inferences of typical outcomes (cf. Verhagen 2005 on topoi) . This means that it is possible to present new information and at the same time mark it as something the addressee should be assumed to expect already, as in (2):
Hun hørte ikke noget fra dem i en uge, og så blev hun jo bekymret. 'She didn't hear a word from them for a week and then she jo got worried.'
Treating shared cultural models and perceptual evidence on a par with discourse information as sources for common ground is also characteristic of German discourse particles (Fischer 2007: 53) and of Dutch (Hogeweg 2009: 14) . As for da, this particle signals the same assumptions about shared knowledge between the interlocutors, but at the same time it acknowledges the existence of an opposing viewpoint held by either the addressee or a third person. By using da in (3), the speaker, B, instructs the addressee, A, to treat their financial situation ('we can't afford a yacht') as shared knowledge, but simultaneously signals awareness of the possible conflict with the opposing viewpoint ('we can afford a yacht') implied by A's suggestion: This makes da a practical tool for signalling non-naïve awareness of opposing viewpoints to forestall upcoming objections or to mark that already uttered objections have been heard, and sentences with da thus share intersubjective function with concessive clauses as analysed by Verhagen (2005: 183) : "A speaker has just asserted something or wants to assert something, and foresees a possible objection; although allows her to acknowledge and try to override that objection immediately, thereby managing her relationship with the addressee". But in addition to this, da presents the reason for discarding the opposing viewpoint as part of the interlocutors' common ground already. With its complex combined reference to shared knowledge and opposing viewpoint, da serves similar functions as German unaccented doch: "doch expresses that the speaker regards the proposition in the scope of the MP [: modal particle, DBT] as common knowledge between him and the addressee. In all cases it also indicates a slight contradiction between the common knowledge assumption and a suggestion that the hearer is not aware of it" (Karagjosova 2003: 5) . German doch is thus particularly useful when the speaker wants to remind the addressee of apparently forgotten common ground knowledge (Zimmermann 2011; Schmerse et al. 2014) , which is also the case for Danish da.
Finally, it should be noted that it is not uncommon for jo and da to be used with functions deriving from their prototypical functions in contexts not satisfying their core perspectival requirements, but that these uses are infrequent and restricted enough to be characterized as derived used. Thus, jo is occasionally used with persuasive and mirative functions in contexts without shared knowledge (Engberg-Pedersen 2009), and in one lexically restricted construction da can be used for subjective evaluation in contexts lacking an opposing viewpoint. This use is restricted to the construction det COPULA da [subjective evaluation] where a speaker responds to the presentation of a situation by expressing exactly that emotional evaluation which the interlocutor herself has already expressed or would be expected to hold, e.g. "That was da wonderful/horrible" when the interlocutor has just related something undeniably wonderful or horrible. Boeg Thomsen (2012) tentatively describes this as a kind of relevance-making use activating the idea of potential opposing viewpoints in order to motivate agreement-marking utterances that would otherwise seem superfluous and banal in situations that are completely free from opposition.
Speaker uncertainty and source of authority: nok, vel and vist
The three particles nok, vel and vist share the function of indicating speaker uncertainty about the propositions they scope over, a particle function found in many unrelated languages (Zimmermann 2011) . However, the Danish epistemic modal particles present traits that would appear to be crosslinguistically particular. They do not differ in the degree of uncertainty they signal, but they combine speaker uncertainty with different assignments of source of authority, and Grammar of the Danish Language (Hansen & Heltoft 2011 therefore characterizes them as an evidential subsystem among the discourse particles:
Source of authority (accompanying speaker uncertainty): Nok: the speaker Vel: the addressee Vist: an external source Nok signals that the speaker has sufficient evidence to assert the proposition with a reservation, and it is therefore felicitous in contexts such as (4a) and infelicitous in (5a) and (6a), where the addressee and an external source, respectively, are explicitly present as holders of more certain knowledge about the proposition. Vel signals that the speaker has uncertain knowledge and expects the addressee to confirm it as the more certain source of authority, and with its appeal to more certain addressee knowledge it comes close to marking the proposition as a question. Since it privileges addressee knowledge, vel is felicitous in contexts such as (5b), where there is incongruence between what the interlocutors know and where the addressee is the most reliable source of knowledge. In (6b) with its reference to an external source, vel is decidedly inappropriate, and it does not fit well in (4b) either, even though it is possible to imagine contexts where the speaker would appeal to the addressee for reassurance as to the typical process of recovery. Vist signals that the speaker has uncertain knowledge building on an external source, whether this consists in one or more third persons (hearsay) or external criteria to be checked (such as a budget or a timetable). Thus, vist is felicitous in (6c) with its explicit pointing to others' utterances while being infelicitous in (4c)'s speaker-authority context and (5c)'s addressee-authority context. 
Validation of the semantic analysis: A gap-filling test
Pinpointing the exact meanings of discourse-sensitive markers of interlocutors' mental states is a methodological challenge calling for subtle and precise tools (San Roque et al. 2012; Burton & Matthewson 2015) , and indeed, previous intuition-based analyses of Danish discourse particles disagree on various points (cf. the discussion in Boeg Thomsen 2015b). To substantiate Danish language users' agreement on the perspective-mixing functions of the two most frequent particles, jo and da, as well as one of the uncertaintymarking particles, vel, this section therefore presents data from one recent and one new study. Both studies employ a gap-filling test with a forced choice between these three particles, developed by Boeg Thomsen and Engberg-Pedersen (Boeg Thomsen 2012; Boeg Thomsen & Engberg-Pedersen 2012) . 1 The gap-filling test exploits the supposedly distinct felicity conditions different particles introduce on the mental states of interlocutors concerning the propositional content they scope over (cf. Zimmermann 2011 (cf. Zimmermann : 2013 by presenting small stories building up different configurations of perspectives between the fictive characters interacting. If the semantic analyses of the differences between the particles hold, and if the interpretational freedom of the contexts could be sufficiently restricted, only one of the three particles should be felicitous in each context. (7) presents a translated test item with jo:
It's Sunday, and Peter calls his friend Jakob. Peter asks: Shouldn't we go to the beach? Jakob answers: Great idea, the weather is ______ lovely today! This is a prototypical jo context because the weather is available to both interlocutors, and Danes culturally agree on what counts as lovely weather so the speaker can expect his addressee to be aware of the truth of the proposition already, which has also been indicated by his suggestion to go to the beach. The test item in (8) combines such expectation of shared knowledge with disagreement, exemplifying a typical da context:
It's winter, and Signe and Anne go for a walk in the forest. They notice some beautiful flowers. Signe says: Look at those pretty snowdrops! Anne says: That's ______ not snowdrops. Those are winter aconites.
This story presents two explicitly opposing viewpoints (the flowers are snowdrops vs. the flowers are winter aconites), but at the same time it draws on shared cultural knowledge that the addressee can be expected to share. Snowdrops can be assumed to be well-known to all Danish children from kindergarten age onwards because of a pervasive pre-Easter tradition of children sending secret letters with snowdrops to others each year. (8) thus meets the felicity conditions of da (opposing viewpoint, shared knowledge), but not of the other two particles. Finally, example (9) presents a vel item:
In the evening, Peter and Jakob do their homework together. Jakob says: Next week is going to be really busy for me! Peter says: Well, then you ______ won't want to go to a concert with Signe and me this Friday. I had forgotten to ask you about it.
This context is felicitous for vel, but not for any of the other two particles, because it presents a combination of speaker uncertainty and privileged addressee knowledge: the addressee can be expected to know more about his own time schedule and inclinations than his friend, the speaker. In the original study (Boeg Thomsen 2012), a pilot version was developed with 24 gaps, 8 for each of the particles jo, da and vel. This pilot test was filled out by 60 Danish adults, and one point was given per expected gap-filling, so each item could score 0-60 points, reflecting the degree of agreement between adults on the adequacy of the particle in each specific context. The results showed a very high degree of consensus on particle felicity in different contexts, with the 24 items getting a mean score of 95% expected answers (57 out of 60 possible; variance 11.9; SD 3.4). Danish adults thus appear to share an understanding of the configurations of perspectives presented by each of the three particles jo, da and vel that matches the semantic analyses presented above in Section 2. However, the first test also revealed that the contexts in a few items had not been sufficiently specified as they enabled different readings of the fictive characters' mental states and thus allowed for more than one appropriate particle (Boeg Thomsen 2012; Engberg-Pedersen & Boeg Thomsen 2016) . When shortening the test to the final 15-item version (to be used for comparing school children), the items that had proven most open to different mental-state ascription were removed, and a couple of items had more cues added to make sure the context was unequivocal (Boeg Thomsen & Engberg-Pedersen 2012) .
Since the adult data in Boeg Thomsen (2012) derived from a pilot version of the test, the results should be confirmed with new, independent data. For the present study, the revised 15-item test was therefore given to 45 new subjects (all students). Responses from four L2 speakers of Danish were excluded, leaving responses from 41 L1 speakers with a mean age of 22 years (range: 19-41). With the test contexts now presenting minimal interpretational openness, adult agreement on particle felicity was even higher, the 15 items on average eliciting 97% expected answers (40 out of 41 possible; variance 3.03; SD 1.74). The meanings of discourse particles have often been thought to be elusive and difficult to determine, but a comparison of the responses on the 15 items common to the new 41-subject test and the original 60-subject pilot test shows an impressive robustness of consensus among Danish adults: for 7 out of the 15 gaps there was not one deviant answer in the responses from 101 subjects. For the remaining 8 gaps, expected answers ranged between 94 and 99 out of 101 responses (Fleiss' Kappa = 0.933, items = 15, raters = 101, z = 363).
For jo, da and vel, the semantic analyses presented in Section 2 can thus be expected to capture Danish language users' understanding of the intersubjective particle functions, which is a prerequisite for evaluating children's acquisition of the particles and assessing the perspective-taking skills they demand. However, acquisition of discourse particles does not only depend on children's skills, but also on the availability of the markers in their linguistic input. Since the particles are optional, it is worthwhile ascertaining that they actually occur in child-directed speech, and Section 4 below therefore examines the frequency of discourse particles in caregiver speech in Danish adult-child interactions.
Input analysis: Discourse particles in child-directed speech
As seen in Section 1, discourse particles vary crosslinguistically in the types of perspective constellations they categorize, and, indeed, many languages do not have discourse particles at all. To build up language-specifically appropriate repertoires of discourse particles, children must therefore be expected to depend on actually hearing the concrete particles in contexts with those perspective constellations that their own target language categorizes. Unlike obligatory evidential suffixes marking perspective information in Korean and Turkish, discourse particles are optional, and as child-directed speech may differ markedly from adult-directed speech, it is important to ascertain whether caregivers actually use them in child-directed speech, providing children with opportunities to generalize over the situations they occur in. Further, an input analysis makes it possible to analyse the relative frequency of the five particles, which is crucial for evaluating their relative order of acquisition. If the particles occur with comparable frequency in the input, systematic differences in age of occurrence in child speech could suggest that some perspective constellations are more complex than others and depend on more sophisticated sociocognitive skills. If, on the other hand, there are large differences in input frequency, such a conclusion would be unwarranted as two other factors might explain acquisition order: Firstly, children might have had less experience with a specific particle and thus have had fewer chances of parcelling out its contribution to the utterances it occurs in. Secondly, the finding might simply be a sampling effect; if both adults and children use a particle very rarely, the sampling could be too thin to catch early uses (cf. Tomasello & Stahl 2004) .
To give a nuanced picture of discourse particles in children's input, two different analyses were carried out: one in the kindergarten corpus used for the child-speech analysis (Section 5) and one in a traditional parent-child corpus. Measuring adult discourse-particle use in the kindergarten corpus has the advantage of giving information on particles actually heard by those specific children whose own particle use is to be examined. In a 52-hour subcorpus of the Trørød Corpus, the adult investigator produced 399 discourse particles in declarative clauses, with large differences in the frequencies of individual particles: the two markers of shared knowledge with and without an opposing viewpoint, jo (58%) and da (23%), together accounted for about four fifths of all productions. The three uncertainty markers were much rarer, together accounting for the last fifth, with nok (1 st person source: 8%) and vist (external source: 8%) being more frequent than vel (2 nd person source: 4%). This input analysis has the disadvantages of 1) only providing information on one adult's, the investigator's, use, 2) underestimating particle frequency since adult interference was deliberately kept at a minimum, and 3) giving no indications of particle use in adult-adult interactions in children's input. To supplement it, another input analysis was carried out in Odense Twin Corpus (OTC), a spontaneous-speech corpus compiled by Centre for Child Language (University of Southern Denmark) and consisting in interactions between families in their own homes during everyday activities such as playing and dining (Basbøll et al. 2002) . In the 5.5-hour subpart used for this CDS analysis, two sets of parents, a nanny and an investigator partake, and the samples contain sessions from the child age points 0;9, 0;10, 0;11, 2;4, 2;5 and 2;6 years old. All utterances containing discourse particles were extracted by hand and classified as either CDS (child-directed speech) or ADS (adult-directed speech, overheard by the children). The OTC analysis indicated that discourse particles are highly frequent in children's linguistic input: during 332 minutes, the six adults produced 368 particles, i.e. more than one per minute. A few (13) of the da tokens occurred in interrogative or imperative sentences, and only the 355 particles used in declarative sentences will be treated here. Comparing CDS and ADS, the particles appear to be more frequent in the speech children overhear between adults (210 occurrences) than in utterances directed to themselves (145 occurrences), but part of the explanation for this may be that the children were very young at the first three age points (9-11 months), and the balance may change with more samples from higher age points. Table 1 shows the contribution of different particles in CDS, ADS and all in all.
As in the Trørød Corpus, jo and da occur with much higher frequency than any other particle, together accounting for 92%. However, there are also interesting differences: whereas jo occurred more than twice as often as da in the Trørød Corpus, this balance appears to be reversed in CDS in OTC, with da (58%) occurring almost twice as often as jo (30%). Jo is still a bit more frequent than da in ADS (51% vs. 42%). Further, the uncertainty markers are comparatively rare in OTC, with the three particles comprising 9% all in all (12% in CDS), compared to 20% in the Trørød Corpus, again with vel as the least frequent uncertainty marker in CDS (2 occ.). The differences in discourseparticle use in the two corpora cannot be taken to reflect general differences between children's input in daycare and home settings for also among the adult participants in the OTC analysis, individual particles are used to different degrees by different individuals. Figure 1 illustrates the kindergarten corpus in the first column, productions by four parents from OTC in the four middle columns (A-D) and productions from the OTC investigator in the last column (E). This comparison reveals substantial interindividual differences, with jo ranging from 26% to 58%, da from 22% to 59%, nok and vist from 0% to 8% and vel from 0% to 4% so much appears to depend on individual interactional style, and there will be some variation in children's input as to the availability of individual particles. However, across subjects, the epistemic-evidential markers are consistently much less frequent than jo and da.
In sum, the two input analyses firstly demonstrate that discourse particles are highly frequent in children's linguistic environment, giving children plenty of occasions to generalize over the situations they occur in. Secondly, across subjects there is a substantial and systematic difference in frequency among the particles. When a language has three specialized uncertainty-marking particles, it is not surprising that each of them would occur less frequently than one general uncertainty marker would have done, but even counted together, nok, vel and vist still occur with much lower frequency than each of the markers of shared knowledge. As children apparently have less experience with the three uncertainty markers, they can be expected to take longer time to acquire them, and potential later age of occurrence cannot straightforwardly be attributed to higher cognitive complexity. Comparing jo and da, there is much interindividual variability, but none of the two particles appear to be systematically more frequent than the other, allowing no predictions of relative order of acquisition.
Spontaneous-speech analysis: Danish children's particle use
Having established the intersubjective functions of discourse particles (Sections 2-3) and their ample availability in children's linguistic input (Section 4) makes it clear that children's acquisition and appropriate use of discourse particles will depend on their developing perspective-taking skills. This section presents a spontaneous-speech analysis aimed at evaluating the hypothesis that kindergarteners monitor mental states so routinely that they are able to acquire optional inconspicuous markers of perspective configurations, and that they do so even before age 4-5 employing sociocognitive skills that traditional explicit theory of mind tests underestimate. The analysis therefore investigates both how young children are when they begin to mark perspectives on their propositions with 
discourse particles and whether children use the particles in a mature manner from the beginning. For the first question, the spontaneous-speech analysis also examines differences between the five particles as regards age of occurrence, checking whether acquisition order can be predicted by input frequency balances alone. For the second question, the analysis utilizes the different felicity conditions discourse particles introduce on the mental states of the interlocutors to evaluate intersubjective appropriateness of children's productions in context stringently.
Method
The spontaneous-speech analysis was carried out in a 123-hour longitudinal subpart of the Trørød Corpus, a video corpus consisting of group conversations between Danish children in their daycare institution north of Copenhagen (Boeg Thomsen 2012) 2 . The children are recorded in 1-hour sessions in groups of four peers interacting while participating in everyday activities such as drawing, having lunch, playing board games, playing with a doll's house and looking in books in a secluded room. With the youngest children, the investigator is usually present too, and this is occasionally also the case in sessions with the older children, but the main part of the corpus consists of pure peer conversations with no adult scaffolding. Compared to traditional child-adult corpora, this corpus is especially suited for investigations of perspective-marking language because group interactions make the mental perspectives of several interlocutors available and relevant to the conversation, and because the lack of predetermined hierarchical parent-child roles invites alignment processes involving reference to own and others' attitudes.
Participants and sampling
19 children (10 male, 9 female) were followed longitudinally from ages 1;9-3;8 to ages 5;0-6;3 (2 hours at 4-month intervals). All children speak Danish as their first language; three are bilingual with Swedish, Faeroese and English as their other L1.
Excerption
All utterances with discourse particles in declarative clauses were excerpted directly from the videos and transcribed in Danish standard orthography along with stretches of preceding and succeeding discourse context as well as notes on the visual context when relevant. The few occurrences in interrogative and imperative clauses will not be treated here.
Context coding
A central question in the analysis was whether children used particles in felicitous contexts with appropriate constellations of perspectives, and it was thus important to make particle felicity quantifiable. Coding felicity in context is not a trivial task, however, as many real-life contexts allow different perspectival interpretations, making different particles felicitous in the same context, depending on the speaker's purposes. While contexts supporting the particles with a shared-knowledge component, jo and da, can typically easily be distinguished from contexts allowing any of the three uncertainty markers, many contexts with shared knowledge lend themselves to both jo and da. Since jo marks the absence of any opposing viewpoint and da marks the presence of an opposing viewpoint, this may seem contradictory, and in the majority of cases they are indeed disallowed in each other's contexts. Nevertheless, both are felicitous in contexts with implied or potential opposing viewpoints -as when somebody utters something that would usually presuppose "not P" or when somebody asks "whether P". In such cases, the speaker can either choose to address and activate the inferred opposing viewpoint ("escalate the dispute") with da or ignore it with jo and thus smooth over any potential conflict. Similarly, in some uncertainty contexts no knowledge source is obviously privileged over the others, and the speaker can choose to stress either her own inference or 2 nd or 3 rd person potential knowledge.
If children only produce the five particles in felicitous contexts, this is in itself an indication that they master their interpersonal functions, but production in contexts disallowing the other particles counts as even stronger evidence of mastery. That is, systematically preferring jo to da in contexts excluding opposing viewpoints and da to jo in contexts with explicit opposing viewpoints can tell us whether children differentiate the two particles whereas production of either in contexts with shared knowledge and implicit or potential opposing viewpoints only demonstrates sensitivity to shared knowledge.
Consequently, the coding process involved the following steps:
1) All contexts were coded for presence/absence of a) shared knowledge, b) potential opposing viewpoint, c) implied opposing viewpoint, d) explicit opposing viewpoint, e) speaker uncertainty, f) privileged speaker access to uncertain knowledge, g) privileged addressee access to uncertain knowledge, h) external source to uncertain knowledge, i) none of these. Coding was done directly from the videos, which had the advantage of making it possible to check both the visual context and children's gaze directions, i.e. what they knew about what others had seen. In real-life interaction, assumptions about others' belief and knowledge derive from a variety of local and global sources, and context was therefore interpreted broadly as encompassing everything from present visual cues to shared cultural norms. The investigator had worked in the kindergarten for more than ten years and could draw on rich knowledge about the children's shared routines. Shared knowledge was coded as present if it could be derived from one or more of the following sources 3 (examples from the child corpus in parentheses): Shared experience: Prior or simultaneous shared visual access, Session-internal prior discourse, Session-internal non-verbal experience, Session-external experiences from the children's shared daycare-institution life. Common knowledge: Real-world facts (fish do not breathe on land), Psychological phenomena (being in love, having nightmares). Norms: Rules of games (whose turn is it), Kindergarten norms (eat bread before snacks), Cultural norms (furnishing houses, girls liking to wear lipstick), Ethics (no stealing, no teasing, good things should be shared). Opposing viewpoints were identified in either the verbal, visual or behavioural context. Speaker uncertainty was primarily identified in propositions regarding the future, distance in space, hypothetical scenarios, others' feelings. "None" covers contexts with other perspectives as well as contexts with unidentifiable perspectives.
2) The fit between each particle and the perspective constellation in its context was rated on a four-point-scale: 1: infelicitous (context does not present any relevant perspectives); 2: partly felicitous (context only satisfies one of Boeg Thomsen: Children's felicitous use of intersubjective particles evidences sensitivity to constellations of perspectives Art. 19, page 15 of 30 the particle demands, e.g. only presenting either shared knowledge or an opposing viewpoint for da); 3: felicitous (context satisfies particle demands, but is open to at least one other particle); 4: uniquely felicitous (chosen particle is the only felicitous particle in the context). 
Interrater reliability
To test rating reliability, 20% of the utterances were also coded by a second coder who was blind to the hypothesis and followed a coding manual going through both coding steps, first identifying perspectives in the transcripts and then rating particle-context fit. 70 utterances with jo (14% of 489), 39 with da (21% of 182) and all 30 utterances with nok, vel and vist were double-coded. Interrater agreement -evaluated with a weighted Kappa statistics taking into account the ordered character of the ratings -was high (κ = 0.92, weights: squared, utterances: 139, raters: 2, z = 10.9). Perspective constellations in natural interaction can never be as controlled as in an experiment, and it should be noted that both raters often experienced degrees of doubt. Nevertheless, the high degree of interrater agreement indicates that the contexts generally lend themselves to reliable identification of the types of perspectives relevant to particle categorization.
Results
The spontaneous-speech analysis shows that discourse particles are a common phenomenon in Danish kindergarteners' conversations, and that children's use of them undergoes substantial development during their kindergarten years, in both frequency and repertoire size. During 123 hours, the 19 children produce 701 utterances with the five particles, but for the youngest children (1-2-year-olds), they are exceedingly rare. Table 2 shows the increase in types and tokens over the four age stages. Children use the five different particles to very different degrees, with jo (67%; first occurrence at 2;9) and da (25%, first occ. at 3;1) being both the earliest particles to occur and the far most frequently used at all age stages. As evidenced by Figure 2 , which shows the proportion of children having produced each particle at or up to each age stage, the increase in type and token frequency does not just depend on a few children expanding their repertoires, but on the different particles being used by more and more individuals with each year.
During 31 hours of recordings with 1-2-year-olds, only two children produce a discourse particle, in both cases jo at 2;9. For individual children, the age of first occurrence ranges between 2;9 and 4;2 (mean: 3;6), but since the sampling is very sparse (two hours at 4-month-intervals) these ages of first occurrence can only count as minimum points and children should be expected to use the particles long before they turn up in the corpus (cf. Tomasello & Stahl 2004) . Before their fourth birthday, the majority of the children (15 of 19) use at least one type of discourse particle, more than half of them producing jo, followed closely by da. All 4-year-olds use discourse particles, producing at least both jo and da, and at age 5-6, most children also produce at least one of the three epistemicevidential particles, vel, vist and nok. These results would seem to suggest that the three uncertainty markers are acquired later than jo and da, but a look at the relative frequencies of the particles at different age stages indicates that their proportion does not change notably over the kindergarten years, and that their higher ages of occurrence may be artefacts of thin sampling. The low frequency of nok, vel and vist might still suggest that children find it more challenging to mark uncertainty than shared knowledge, but exactly these three particles were also used with much lower frequency by adults in children's input, so children can be expected to have had less situations to generalize over. Low input frequency would thus explain both low output frequency and later corpus occurrence without implying increased cognitive complexity. Figure 3 shows the shares of each particle in child speech at three age stages put side by side with adult data (summing over both input analyses in Section 4). This comparison illustrates that production patterns in the child group roughly follow adult use, with nok, vel and vist occurring less often than da, which again occurs less often than jo.
However, a preference for jo over da is much clearer in the child corpus, especially considering the interindividual variability among the adults (cf. Figure 1) . The lower frequency of da relative to jo cannot straightforwardly be explained by differences in children's input, and in this case, an explanation hinging on differences in cognitive complexity could be justified. A plausible explanation would be that children find it sociocognitively more challenging to hold two different perspectives on one proposition simultaneously (as required by da) than to recognize the existence of two converging perspectives on one proposition (as required by jo). An alternative explanation would be that the interactional contexts in the kindergarten present children with fewer da-motivating conflicting viewpoints. Intuitively, this does not seem to be the case, but neither of the corpora lend themselves to quantification of "all potential conflicts" so the second explanation cannot be discarded.
The simple usage measures reported above demonstrate that kindergarteners have noticed the discourse particles in their input in spite of their inconspicuousness, and that they generally find them useful in their own production as well from at least the middle of their fourth year. However, these measures do not reveal whether children have also discovered the specific interpersonal functions of the particles and use them in manners sensitive to constellations of their own and others' perspectives. To assess this, it is necessary to scrutinize the usage contexts. 
Felicity in context
For all occurrences, the fit between the particle's felicity conditions and perspectives in the context had been rated on a four-point-scale evaluating whether the context did not present any relevant perspectives (1: infelicitous), satisfied one of a particle's perspective demands (2: partly felicitous), satisfied all a particle's perspective demands, but would also allow another (3: felicitous) or satisfied all a particle's perspective demands and disallowed all the other particles (4: uniquely felicitous). Table 3 shows the distribution of particle occurrences in the ordered categories.
Children produced discourse particles in contexts fully satisfying their felicity conditions (3 and 4 together: 84%) much more often than in contexts that did not (1 and 2 together: 16%), and they did so significantly more often than what could have occurred by chance (χ 2 = 312.9049, df = 1, p < 0.00001). That children rarely produce discourse particles in contexts without the expected perspective constellations provides strong support in itself for the hypothesis that children attend to the relationships between their own and others' mental states in conversation. However, as some contexts can be construed to allow more than one particle (e.g. letting speakers address or smooth over implicit opposing viewpoints), production in contexts where the particles are uniquely felicitous would count as even stronger support. This was tested by leaving out the particles in partly open contexts (3) and comparing uniquely felicitous (4: 79%) with partly felicitous and infelicitous occurrences (1+2: 21%). With this stricter test, children were still significantly above chance (χ 2 = 181.0887, df = 1, p < 0.00001), providing even stronger support for the hypothesis. Since jo accounts for 70% of all occurrences, proficient use of this specific particle might mask less proficient use of the other four particles so separate tests were conducted to check whether children were also significantly above chance when jo was left out of the analyses. Testing against chance, children produced da, nok, vel and vist significantly more often in fully felicitous (3+4: 75%) as opposed to not fully felicitous (1+2: 25%) contexts (χ 2 = 53.504, df = 1, p < 0.00001), as well as in uniquely felicitous (4: 68%) as opposed to not fully felicitous contexts (1+2: 32%) contexts (χ 2 = 22.5515, df = 1, p < 0.00001).
Predictors of particle felicity: Age, production experience and gender
It was plausible that age and/or production experience would affect children's ability to produce particles in felicitous contexts. To test whether older kindergarteners were more likely to produce discourse particles in felicitous contexts than younger kindergarteners, and whether a particle would be more likely to occur in a felicitous context the more particles the child had previously produced, a linear mixed-effects regression model was fitted with felicity (with the two levels Fully felicitous and Not fully felicitous) as the dependent variable. The model was fitted in the statistical environment R (version 3.1.1, R Development Core Team 2014) using the lme4 package
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, and it tested the explanatory variables Age (in months) and Number (in the line of particles a child produced) as well as the control variable Gender, and Child was included as a random variable because children contributed with different numbers of particles at different age stages. Table 4 summarizes the model.
The control variable Gender contributed significantly to explaining variance in particle felicity, with boys being less likely than girls to produce fully felicitous particles. Indeed, if this variable is not included in the analysis, no other significant effects emerge.
As for the explanatory variable Age, no main effect was found, and the results thus indicate that even if children produce more and more particles over the kindergarten years, sensitivity to particle context demands is already sophisticated in the young children from their first productions. The model does, however, show a marginally significant interaction between Age and Gender, suggesting a positive effect of higher age for boys, but not for girls. As the interaction is only marginally significant, it must be interpreted with caution, but since the boys were generally found to be less proficient than the girls in producing fully felicitous particles, the increase in particle felicity evidenced only by the boys suggests the reasonable scenario that the boys go through a process of catching up with the girls. Since Gender had only been included as a control variable, with no specific hypothesis about its effect, no strong conclusions can be drawn from this result. It should only be noted that the results are not overly surprising in light of the robust crosslinguistic finding that girls score significantly higher than boys (though slightly so) on general language development measures (Bornstein et al. 2004) , which has also been established for Danish children (Bleses et al. 2008) . If girls' advantage with discourse particles simply reflects such a general verbal advantage, the difference can be expected to be temporary and disappear during childhood (Wallentin 2009) . It is of course also possible that girls are socialized to communicate more about relationships (cf. Wehberg et al. 2008) , but this question is beyond the scope of the present study. Finally, the explanatory variable Number (reflecting production experience) emerged as a significant predictor of particle felicity, but it did so with a surprising negative main effect. Particles were significantly more likely to be produced in fully felicitous contexts, the fewer particles the child had previously produced. This finding goes against the expectation that children might begin to produce particles before mastering their context demands fully and slowly "zoom in" on these demands through production experience. One plausible explanation could be that children generally only begin to produce discourse particles once they are sensitive to the contextual requirements of the particles, and that they only extend their use to derived functions (cf. section 2.1 above) once they have a solid grasp of the interpersonal core functions.
Shared knowledge, opposition and uncertainty
The calculations above do not tell us what happens when particles are uttered in contexts where they are not uniquely felicitous. A more illuminating indication of children's understanding of particle meanings is given by Figure 4 , which specifies the distribution of particles in context types. The occurrences of nok, vel and vist are pooled in this figure because they are so few compared to jo and da that their internal differences become invisible, but Section 5.3.3 will return to them.
This figure gives a very clear indication that children assess perspectives in contexts and match them with particle demands. In contexts with shared knowledge and no opposing viewpoint, where jo is uniquely felicitous, the occurrence of other particles is vanishingly small. A typical example can be seen in (10), one of the two earliest particle occurrences in the corpus. Here, children have been playing a game with a coloured dice indicating in which bag they are to search for toy animals, and many of the children, among them Olga (2;9 years) have thrown blue. All children have observed the others' throws closely and talked about them, and now another child throws blue. Significance codes: '***' .001; '**' .01 '*' .05 Table 4 : Summary of the linear mixed-effects regression model fitted to particle felicity for the predictors Age, Number and Gender (with female as the reference level) and including random intercept for Child.
(10) Adult: Yes, you got a blue one too. There are many blue ones today and they are the animals living in the sea. Olga: Jeg fik jo også en blå. I get.pst jo also a blue 'I got a blue one too (as we all know).'
In contexts with shared knowledge and an explicit opposing viewpoint, on the other hand, jo is almost completely absent. In these prototypical da contexts, the majority of da tokens occur, almost to the exclusion of other particles. A representative example is seen in (11), where both opposing viewpoint and shared knowledge have been explicitly verbalized in the preceding context. Four children are playing with a doll's house, and for a while the play has centred on marriage, with two boys imprisoning dolls who do not want to marry. The immediate prelude to the exchange in (11) is that Ketil's doll has told Kristof's doll that it wants to marry him, but Kristof's doll has disregarded it.
(11) Kristof 3;7: Boohoo, I have nobody to marry. Ketil 3;10: Jeg gid-er da gerne gifte-s med dig. I feel.like-prs da readily marry-pass with you.sg 'I would like to marry you (as you know, but seem to have forgotten).'
Here, Ketil addresses the opposing viewpoint ("Kristof's doll has nobody to marry") while reminding Kristof of the already established common-ground fact that Ketil's doll does want to marry Kristof's doll (and the scene continues with a happy wedding).
Comparing the distribution of jo and da in shared-knowledge contexts where an opposing viewpoint is either excluded (307 jo, 5 da) or explicit (1 jo, 81 da) shows that children differentiate the two shared-knowledge particles (χ 2 = 359.37, df = 1, p < 0.00001). In more open shared-knowledge contexts with potential or implied opposing viewpoints, this difference cannot be examined, and here, children produce both jo and da. In all three types of shared-knowledge context, uncertainty particles are infelicitous, and indeed, only a single vist occurs in such a context (compared to 416 jo and 130 da). Conversely, jo and da are infelicitous in uncertainty contexts, and whereas 27 out of 29 instances of the epistemic-evidential particles occur in these contexts, children appear to avoid the sharedknowledge markers here (jo or da: 0, nok, vel and vist: 27) .
A small number of particles occur in contexts with neither shared knowledge, nor uncertainty, where the speaker presents the addressee with information that is known to the speaker and unknown to the addressee, i.e. a typical informative context. Here, all five particles are infelicitous, and children appear to be aware of this restriction, as they rarely produce discourse particles when they present their listeners with new information. The majority of cases involve utterances with jo where the speaker tries to convince the addressee to take her viewpoint by presenting new information as if it were already uncontroversial shared knowledge between the interlocutors, and this persuasive use accounts for a negligible share of all jo occurrences (5%).
Finally, a share of da tokens occur in informative contexts without shared knowledge, but with an opposing viewpoint. Here, da is partly felicitous, and the occurrences may either reflect persuasive use (trying to frame one's own viewpoint as shared knowledge) or that (some) children may treat da as a simple marker of opposition in the beginning and only come to master its complex combination of shared knowledge and opposing viewpoint gradually.
Uncertainty with differential access to knowledge
In Figure 4 above, the occurrences of the epistemic-evidential particles as well as the different types of uncertainty contexts were pooled, but they are differentiated in Figure 5 .
The numbers are small and do not allow strong conclusions, but children do appear to differentiate the three particles with their respective sources so that they predominantly produce nok in uncertainty context with privileged speaker access, vel in uncertainty contexts with privileged addressee access and nok in uncertainty contexts with external sources of possible knowledge. Thus, the majority of nok tokens occur in contexts such as (12) where the speaker has reasons to be uncertain, but has sufficient evidence on his own to assert the proposition with a reservation.
(12)
Context: some toys that the children usually play with during the recording sessions have disappeared; all interlocutors, including the adult experimenter, have stated their ignorance.
Adult:
And they weren't here when I arrived this morning so I don't know what has happened to them. Jane 5;11: Så er der nogle der nok har then be.prs there somebody that nok have.prs tag-et det. take-prf it 'Then somebody probably took it.' This is a situation of perfect uncertainty where nobody knows what has happened in the room when none of the interlocutors were present. The speaker suggests a probable explanation using her own logical reasoning (speaker as source), and since there is no chance of checking the guess with an external source, vist is inappropriate as is vel since all interlocutors have stated their ignorance. Addressee-oriented vel only has 5 occurrences in the whole corpus, all of them in felicitous contexts with speaker uncertainty and privileged addressee knowledge because the speaker addresses affairs concerning the addressee's actions or feelings, as in (13) where a child is responding to the investigator's statement that she is about to leave and tries to predict her future actions:
(13) Carl 5;0: Du komm-er vel ikke herned igen vel? you come-prs vel not down.here again tag 'You're not coming down here again I guess, are you?'
Finally, vist predominates in contexts where the speaker has uncertain knowledge building on an external source, pointing to either external criteria to be checked or to one or more third persons' knowledge, as in (14), where it points to an absent third person (the investigator) as authority: (14) Context: The children are playing a game, finding different types of animals in different bags.
Hilde 5;8: Der er vist komm-et lidt forkert-e. there be.prs vist come-prs a.few wrong-pl 'It seems that some wrong ones ended up here'.
In a previous session, the investigator had discovered that somebody had put some animals in a wrong bag, making the game impossible, and the children, who do not know enough about the game to be able to judge if there has been a mistake again, will have to wait for the investigator's authoritative judgment to have the suspicion confirmed.
Discussion
The spontaneous-speech analysis aimed at evaluating the hypothesis that kindergarteners monitor mental states so routinely that they are able to acquire discourse particles, which requires sensitivity to the co-occurrence of stressless monosyllables in their verbal input and configurations of their own and others' perspectives. This hypothesis was strongly supported by the results. The spontaneous-speech analysis demonstrates that Danish children are able and highly motivated to mark perspectives on their propositions with double-perspective particles, also before age 4-5 where traditional theory of mind tests are passed. For two-year-olds, particle use was almost absent, but the majority of three-year-olds evidenced use of at least one of the particles. Crucially, by producing discourse particles significantly above chance in fully felicitous contexts as opposed to partly felicitous or infelicitous contexts, children evidenced sensitivity to the different felicity conditions on interlocutors' mental states that discourse particles introduce. Using particles almost exclusively in appropriate contexts, children thus demonstrated sensitivity to shared knowledge between themselves and their interlocutors (jo, da) as opposed to uncertainty (nok, vel, vist) and exclusive speaker knowledge (no particles). Sensitivity to opposing viewpoints was corroborated by significantly distinct distribution of jo and da in contexts where opposing viewpoints were either excluded or explicit.
As for developments across time, there was a strong increase in token frequency over the kindergarten years, but no main effect of age on particle felicity, and this indicates that the three-year-olds are as sensitive as the six-year-olds to perspective configurations when they do produce particles. This conclusion is supported by the surprising finding of a negative effect of production experience on particle felicity suggesting that children are less likely to produce fully felicitous particles when they have more experience producing discourse particles. This result can be interpreted as reflecting that children generally only begin to use particles in derived functions (e.g. for persuading others) once they master their intersubjective core functions, but it would be necessary to track individual extension patterns in corpora with denser sampling for each subject to substantiate such a conclusion. For the present purposes of investigating children's sensitivity to mental states and their ability to express perspective linguistically, the important point is that the proficiency with particles children evidenced in the dataset as a whole was present from children's first particle productions.
The results do point at one potential developmental effect. A marginally significant interaction between age and gender was found, suggesting that boys, who were found to be slightly less proficient -as a group -than girls in producing particles in felicitous contexts, may start out with a less solid grasp of particle meaning than girls and develop a more precise understanding with higher age. However, as gender had only been included as a control variable with no hypothesis about its influence, and as the interaction was only marginally significant, this potential relationship should be targeted directly with new studies before any conclusions on it can be drawn.
Turning to acquisition of the individual particles, nok, vel and vist would at first sight appear to pose more of a cognitive challenge for children than jo and da as they are much more infrequent and have higher ages of first occurrence. However, the input analysis showed that these epistemic-evidential particles are also much rarer in children's input, and their sparsity in the youngest age groups may either reflect that children truly do take longer to acquire them (presumably because they have less experience with them) or be an artefact of thin sampling in combination with low frequency in child speech, conforming to adult patterns. However, the advantage of jo over da in both frequency and age of first occurrence cannot be explained by input patterns and could suggest that children find it sociocognitively harder to hold two diverging perspectives on the same proposition than to hold two converging perspectives. Further support for such an interpretation comes from the finding of a share of da occurrences in contexts presenting only one of its required perspectives, the opposing viewpoint.
Acquisition of perspective-marking constructions
As optional unfocusable, stressless, utterance-medial monosyllables Danish discourse particles cannot act as salient linguistic incentives for children to look for similarities between situations. Kindergarteners' ability to associate these inconspicuous sound strings with recurring constellations of shared knowledge, conflicting viewpoints and differential access to information is therefore a strong indicator of children's spontaneous interest in and sensitivity to others' mental states. Studies in sociocognitive linguistics, such as Verhagen (2005) and Evans (2010) , emphasize the central role of intersubjective coordination in language, demonstrating that specialized linguistic strategies for coordinating psychological states by pointing to divergence and convergence between them are pervasive in the grammars of the world. By establishing that even 3-year-olds monitor configurations of perspectives so robustly that they notice their co-occurrence with imperceptible particles and that they are motivated to put these perspectives on stage linguistically, this study supports the thesis that intersubjective coordination is a core function of language. The Danish children preferredly produced jo with its crosslinguistically widespread function of marking shared knowledge and da with its at least in Germanic languages widespread function of marking a proposition as simultaneously shared knowledge and contentious. However, children also evidenced sensitivity to the highly language-specific constellations of perspectives categorized by the set of Danish epistemic-evidential particles, nok, vel and vist.
That discourse particles are within the reach of kindergarteners has already been indicated by the comprehension experiment in Schmerse et al. (2014) , where German 5-yearolds evidenced understanding of the belief-revision function of accented doch. The present study supports this finding while expanding it with more particles, importantly of the double-perspective kind, combining speaker perspective with others' perspectives, and with much younger children.
When Danish 3-year-olds are able to flag propositions as shared knowledge in appropriate contexts, this ability in itself is not surprising, however. Choi (1991) found that Korean children use the sentence-ending suffix -ci, which like jo marks information as both certain and already shared with the interlocutor, productively and appropriately already in their third year, producing it e.g. when reiterating information from previous utterances or describing regularly occurring events. Korean children also begin to mark their own uncertainty and indirect source of information with -tay in appropriate contexts during the third year, a few months later. In that light, it is not surprising that Danish 3-year-olds should be able to communicate about perspectives, but given that the Korean suffixes are both obligatory and perceptually salient (utterance-final position) in contrast to the Danish particles, what this new study adds is how spontaneously motivated young children are to look for these types of meaning.
Another type of not obligatory linguistic viewpoint marking comes in the shape of matrix clauses in complement-clause constructions, and children have also been found to attend to these in their input at an early age and to use them skilfully to point to own and others' perspectives during kindergarten age (Brandt et al. 2010; Boeg Thomsen 2015a) . The present study strengthens these findings of children's early interest in (communicating about) perspectives in two ways. First, it shows children's proficiency with much less salient perspective markers that -unlike matrix clauses with their explicit pointing to one or more conceptualizers (the subject), an attitude (the verb stem) and a point in time (tense) -carry no morphological clues to their complex meanings. Second, it demonstrates children's ability to simultaneously present two perspectives on the same proposition whereas a complement-clause construction will often just present one perspective at a time.
Perspective-marking constructions and sociocognitive development
The finding of early child competence with viewpoint constructions would, however, seem to conflict with conclusions from a couple of studies reporting limited capacities with perspective-marking language in young children and explaining this lag with reference to studies in children's Theory of Mind development. Thus, Diessel & Tomasello (2001) argue that the predominantly formulaic use of mental verbs they find in preschoolers' productions in parent-child interactions may reflect children's limited understanding of mental representations (2001: 136f), and Moore et al. (1990) present experimental evidence suggesting that children's understanding of mental terms depends on advances in Theory of Mind at age 4. If children below age 4-5 should be unaware that they and others have mental states that may differ from each other and from reality, then it would be hard to explain how the Danish 3-year-olds in this study should be able to produce the complex perspective-marking particles jo and da in felicitous contexts. However, within developmental psychology, it is by no means uncontroversial that children's passing of traditional explicit false-belief tests at age 4-5 should reflect substantial advances in mental-state reasoning and not in skills necessary for understanding the task. First, there is an unsolved debate as to how to interpret the discrepancy with findings on implicit falsebelief tasks where gaze measures indicate sensitivity to others' belief states in children below 1 year of age (Onishi & Baillargeon 2005; Kovács et al. 2010; Southgate et al. 2010) . Secondly, even slight manipulations of explicit false-belief tasks such as ensuring that children do not interpret the test questions as requests for indirect knowledge (Hansen 2010) or making it easier for them to track the protagonist's perspective by keeping her in the child's visual field (Rubio-Fernández & Geurts 2013) appear to be sufficient to make 3-year-olds pass.
The awareness of others' mental states prerequisite for acquiring intersubjective particles should thus not be expected to be absent in 3-year-olds, and using immature perspective-taking skills as an explanation for immature perspective-marking language below age 4 may not be warranted. Indeed, as Boeg Thomsen (2015a) argues, the lack of diversity Diessel & Tomasello (2001) find in preschoolers' mental verbs may well be a product of the restricted interactional contexts of their parent-child corpora as opposed to group interactions teeming in salient perspectives and motives for aligning them. As for the oft-cited studies by Moore and colleagues (Moore et al. 1989; Moore et al. 1990 ) reporting limited understanding of terms indicating degrees of certainty in 3-year-olds, the youngest children's mistakes need not reflect limited understanding of representations, but could also be caused by pragmatic misunderstanding of the task.
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Even if the Danish spontaneous-speech analysis shows early skills with discourse particles below age 4, the results would also appear to point to important developments in the children's perspective-marking language during the fifth and sixth year with increases in both type and token frequency. For many children, it is only at these ages the three epistemic-evidential particles begin to occur, and it is possible that these later developments depend on improved source-monitoring skills in the 4-and 5-year-olds (cf. Aksu-Koç et al. 2009 on Turkish, Papafragou et al. 2007 on Korean). However, the input analysis suggests that the relative delay of vel, vist and nok compared to jo and da could also very well be an effect of frequency since the epistemic-evidential particles were much rarer in children's input (1-3% vs. 41-45%). Finally, the relatively late occurrence of these particles might simply be an effect of the thin sampling. That is, the spontaneous-speech analysis cannot exclude the possibility that all 3-year-olds know e.g. vist, but do not find occasion to use that exact particle during the only six hours each of them was recorded at that stage. Again, the richness found in Danish kindergarteners' use of intersubjective particles can only constitute a minimum picture of children's capacities, and it would therefore be highly enlightening to check early comprehension with experiments of the kind developed by Schmerse et al. (2014) with younger children and more particles.
Conclusion
All in all, this investigation has established that kindergarteners spontaneously monitor convergence and divergence between their own and their interlocutors' mental states stably enough to notice co-occurrence of intersubjective perspective constellations and inconspicuous discourse particles, and that they are motivated to manage conversations as joint actions by explicating their own and others' expected perspectives on the propositions they produce. Since the particles are not obligatory, children's early acquisition strongly supports the thesis within sociocognitive linguistics that intersubjective coordination is at the heart of language (Verhagen 2005; Croft 2009; Evans 2010) . At the same time, the sensitivity to others' mental representations evidenced by 3-yearolds' appropriate use of the double-perspective markers jo and da supports accounts within developmental psychology that children below age 4-5 have more sophisticated mental-state-reasoning skills than measured by traditional false-belief tests. Comparisons with acquisition of discourse particles in other languages would be useful for assessing to which degree some discourse particles are inherently more difficult for children to acquire because of their specific perspective constellations and how much differences in timing reflect differences in input frequency. Further, since investigations of children's acquisition of Turkish and Korean evidential morphology suggest that such obligatory grammatical viewpoint constructions in children's input further their attention to perspectives (Choi 1991; Aksu-Koç et al. 2009 ), crosslinguistic experiments would make it possible to evaluate whether optional, but frequent grammatical viewpoint constructions would be of similar or less support for children's developing perspective-taking skills. Abbreviations dp = discourse particle, pass = passive, pl = plural, prf = perfect, prs = present, pst = past, sg = singular, tag = tag question marker
